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                    Abstract
As a contribution to the challenge of building game-playing AI systems, we develop and analyse a formal language for representing and reasoning about strategies. Our logical language builds on the existing general Game Description Language (GDL) and extends it by a standard modality for linear time along with two dual connectives to express preferences when combining strategies. The semantics of the language is provided by a standard state-transition model. As such, problems that require reasoning about games can be solved by the standard methods for reasoning about actions and change. We also endow the language with a specific semantics by which strategy formulas are understood as move recommendations for a player. To illustrate how our formalism supports automated reasoning about strategies, we demonstrate two example methods of implementation: first, we formalise the semantic interpretation of our language in conjunction with game rules and strategy rules in the Situation Calculus; second, we show how the reasoning problem can be solved with Answer Set Programming.
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                    Notes
	The game can be viewed as a variation of tic-tac-toe or a simplified Gomoku game.


	Only ¬ and ∧ are treated as primitives.


	While all examples in this paper are based on the CrossDot game, some examples are specifically numbered just for the purpose of cross-referencing.


	To avoid too much complexity, we follow [6] not offering any solution to the frame problem here. Game descriptions simply include all necessary frame axioms.


	In this case, we might have to give the trivial strategy the lowest priority in the disjunction.


	We may understand the concept in the following way. Given an arbitrary state transition model M=(G,v) and a strategy S of player i in M, let \(M^{\prime }\) be another state transition model that is exactly the same as M except for the legality of actions for player i in such a way that the legality relation \(l^{\prime }\) in \(M^{\prime }\) is \(l\cap S\), where l is the legality relation in M. We then view \(M^{\prime }\) as the reduction of M once player i complies with strategy S.


	For instance, the description of game rules for Chinese Go is quite similar to the one for Japanese Go but their complexity is significantly different.
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